Boost Productivity.
Inspire Innovation.
Ensure Accuracy.

Harness the Power of Financial Software Integration
With the integration of Intacct and Ascentis Payroll, general ledger data is automatically passed to Intacct as journal entries through a web services
integration. Boost your payroll team’s efficiency with journal entries that are automated, and accurate. As a result, payroll, expenses and taxes are
accurately included as journal entries in Intacct to facilitate a faster accounting period close.

Key Benefits

Elevate Your Organization with Ascentis HCM
Ascentis centralizes all employee activity and data into a single warehouse of “truth” that can be
easily and quickly accessed, monitored and reported on. This knowledge protects organizations from
erroneous charges and over-billing by insurance carriers, and limits risk and liability as a result of
ever-changing and updating tax laws and health care legislation. This data flows seamlessly from HR
to Payroll to Intacct.
User-friendly, online and mobile distributive technologies encourages increased employee
engagement and satisfaction, which results in bottom-line benefits for the organization in terms of
higher morale and better-managed turnover rates. Ascentis provides comprehensive employee data
management that increases workforce visibility from “hire to retire,” allowing companies to make
better decisions and improve employee relations resulting in increased productivity and growth.
Flexibility
Ascentis is one of only a few full suite HCM providers that can ‘unbundle’ payroll. Integrating Intaact and
Ascentis Payroll allows clients to adopt “pieces” of the solution as needed or desired.
Boost Productivity
Pre-built integration between Ascentis Payroll and Intacct streamlines accounting processes, saves time,
and eliminates error prone manual manipulation of files. Users can payroll in real-time, providing 100%
accuracy, flexibility and control. Instantaneous auditing and no transmission windows mean payroll processing time can be reduced by as much as 30%.
Enterprise Software without the Price
Our system is powerful and easy to use, and provides an “enterprise” experience for mid-market clients
at an affordable cost.
Comprehensive Risk Management
Compliance risk is greatly reduced as critical employee data becomes trackable and immediately available with
powerful reporting capabilities. Ascentis’ automatic software updates ensure full compliance automation for
revised federal, state and local tax laws and benefits regulations.

• Improve accuracy, save time and
increases HR and payroll teams’
productivity

• Labor costs are controlled through the
prevention of fraudulent timekeeping
and error-prone manual processes
• Online enrollment increases employee
engagement and satisfaction
• Robust reporting capability and regular
system updates and releases virtually
eliminate compliance risk
• Eliminates carrier billing errors and
inadvertent overpayments
• Increases the quality of the applicant
pool while branding you as an
employer-of-choice
• Develops talent and empowers high
performers by aligning their goals to
company objectives
• World-class service is provided by
dedicated and knowledgeable support
reps
• Total cost of ownership is reduced
through fixed-pricing plans and low
implementation fees

1.800.229.2713 • intacct@ascentis.com • www.ascentis.com

